EDITORS NOTE

It was not preached to the crowd. It
was not taught by the state. No man
spoke it aloud When the Saxon began
to hate.
It was not suddently bred. It will not
swiftly abate. Through the chilled
years ahead, When Time shall count
from the date That the Saxon began
to hate.
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The views expressed in this
publication are not necessarily those
held by either The Blackshirt, this
publication’s editor, or by anyone
“Wrath of the Awakened Saxon" by
else associated with the publication
Rudyard Kipling
itself.
This publication and its editor
It was not part of their blood, It came
reserve the right to edit any and all
to them very late, With long arrears
contents when and where considered
to make good, When the Saxon began
necessary.
to hate.
All artwork, photographs and articles
They were not easily moved, They remain the intellectual property of
were icy -- willing to wait Till every
the original artists and
count should be proved, Ere the
photographers.
Saxon began to hate.
All issues of The Blackshirt may be
viewed at:
Their voices were even and low. Their
www.newbritishunion.co.uk
eyes were level and straight. There
was neither sign nor show When the
Saxon began to hate.

CLOWN POLICE SERVICE
According to The Telegraph, at least identify as transgender, transsexual,
non-binary, gender fluid,
nine police agencies across the two
British nations enable criminals to be genderqueer, gender variant, crossdresser, genderless, third gender or
classified as “non-binary” or
bigender, and intersex” called
“unknown and unspecified,” with
‘a:gender’.
force officials claiming to recognise
“My colleagues and I were informed
as many as 67 distinct genders.
by HR that there are over 100
This is despite the fact that forces
are said to be heavily reliant on such recognised gender identities in the
Civil Service as staff are permitted to
data for recognising trends and
establishing future policies, with self identify their gender without any
medical input and regardless of
some observers warning that such a
biological sex,” one insider is
recording system could jeopardise
reported as saying regarding the
this data collection.
“If police stop someone going 90mph internal state of the Civil Service,
Britain’s permanent bureaucracy.
in a 50mph zone, but they only
identify as going at 47mph, we would Another insider complained that they
were spending “20 per cent” of their
find that laughable,” said Surrey
Police and Crime Commissioner Lisa “corporate work time on this crap”,
Townsend. “So to not collect accurate despite being hired to work on British
trade policy.
data about someone’s sex — not their
gender — is ludicrous.”
“We are in danger of going into a
scenario where, rather than policing
for the victim and the public, we are
policing for the potential criminal,”
she continued, denouncing the
“ludicrous” approach of some forces
as corrupting valuable data.
While the British police force’s
gender rules may appear harsh, they
pale in comparison to the Civil
Service’s.
According to sources, although
certain British police agencies may
recognise up to 67 distinct genders,
Whitehall is alleged to recognise over
100 different genders, with it also
being normal for persons to change
their identify on a daily basis.
There is also a specific internal
organisation for mandarins who “self-

THE EURO-LIE SONG
CONTEST
In a sane world, WHO would be under
They lied on the efficacy of masks.
intense investigation, and swiftly
They lied on the lab leak origin of the
closed down with several of its
virus. They lied on the dangers of the leaders facing criminal charges. In an
virus. They lied on the necessity of
honest world, the media would by
lockdowns. They lied on the
telling everyone exactly what
effectiveness of lockdowns. They lied financial links lay behind the decision
on behalf of the people who had
making, and exactly who profited.
created the virus. They lied on behalf Those people too would be facing
of China. They lied on behalf of the criminal charges. There would moves
pharmaceutical companies who had to make lockdown responses criminal
created a rushed, ineffective and
offences, where they aren’t in
dangerous ‘cure’. They lied about
various ways already criminal
places that didn’t have a lockdown.
offences. There would be an
They lied about the effectiveness of immediate halt on all gain of function
ivermectin and other treatments that research. There would be sanctions
were banned or ignored.
on China. There would be many, many
arrests and investigations into the
Half the population of the planet has connections between politicians and
been injected with an experiment pharmaceutical companies. We would
and nobody knows the full
be watching court cases against those
consequences yet. Millions have
who signed massive and corrupt
suffered and died because of the lies. deals, and against those who injected
Basic freedoms are now entirely
kids with a novel poison. There would
conditional on the say so of
be government after government
thoroughly corrupt charlatans and falling and former leaders behind bars
crooks.
because we know that they all lied
and that these lies were deadly.
The lies put people in hospital. The
lies ruined businesses and economies. But in THIS world, there are people
The lies allowed other lies and the
dumb enough to celebrate Ukraine
lies killed people who would
‘winning’ a rigged song contest for
otherwise be alive.
the shittiest type of music ever
invented.
And over 190 countries are going to
sign a treaty putting these liars in
Because that’s what matters.
total control of all future pandemic
responses, so there won’t even be the
Daniel Jupp
illusion of choice on a national level
about any of the devastating, evil,
deadly and insane things that are
done in the name of ‘your safety’.

THE MYTH OF CABLE
STREET

The ‘Observer’ newspaper
commented (7/3/1937): ‘the size of
their vote was a surprise even to
those in touch with the East end’.
The ‘Guardian’ (5/3/1937) called it ‘a
surprising indication of strength’.
Even the communist ‘Daily Worker’
(5/3/1937) admitted: ‘a disturbing
feature is the large number of votes
they recorded’. In the November 1937
Borough Elections British Union
For more than 70 years, Mosley’s
candidates moved up into second
enemies have maintained the myth
place in Limehouse putting a
that the East End of London rose up Tory/Liberal coalition bottom of the
against the Blackshirts at the Battle
poll. The ‘Daily Worker’ noted
of Cable Street and British Union
(3/11/1937) : ‘For the whole of
went into decline. Nothing could be Stepney the fascist vote was 19%, an
further from the truth. Arthur Mason,
overall increase’.
later British Union District Leader for
Limehouse, recalled that in the two In the remaining years of peace, East
days after the banned March, 600
London remained the Blackshirt
new members joined the East London heartland. At his very last appearance
Limehouse branch alone.
in the district on May Day 1940 Mosley
addressed a friendly crowd well in
Five months later came the local
elections which in those days only the excess of 100,000 at Victoria Park
Square.
heads of households could vote. This
effectively prevented Mosley’s young
Almost total censorship of Mosley and
East End supporters from voting in
British Union activity in East London
what was called a ‘Dad’s and
by the press and the BBC left the rest
granddad’s election’. Despite this
of Britain generally unaware of the
handicap, in March 1937 British Union
growing strength of Mosley’s
won over 23% of the vote in
Balckshirts in this important working
Limehouse. Without that handicap it
class area of Britain’s capital city.
could have been over 50%. This
This assisted the left-wing created
proved conclusively that East London
myth that East Enders stopped Mosley
was a stronghold of British Union and
once and for all at the Battle of Cable
Mosley’s Blackshirts had not been put
Street and his support thereafter
to flight by Communists and their
declined. This fraudulent historical
left-wing allies.
view has continued to appear in
history books and autobiographies for

over 75 years. Only recently is the
clearly recorded at the time in
truth beginning to emerge thanks to a Special Branch Police reports now
new generation of enquiring
released at the National Archives,
academics and historians unwilling to
Kew.
accept political myths for which there
Special Branch report HO144/21061
is no substantiation.
records:
Extracts from Special Branch Police
‘Aske Street, Shoreditch: The
documents held at the National
platform was set up at 10am and
Archives report the following :Lionel Duncan held the pitch for
“The general cry is that the entire British Union. At 5.30pm 1000 people
population of East London had risen
were still waiting to hear Mosley.
against Mosley and had declared that Bailey, Nagels and Bill Hunt spoke. All
he and his followers ‘should not
the Blackshirt speakers were
pass’, and that they did not pass
enthusiastically received by the
‘owing to the solid front presented by audience and there were many cries
the workers of East London’. This of ‘Shame!’ when it was learned that
statement is, however, far from
the march had been banned. Meeting
reflecting accurately the state of
ended at 7.35pm. No disorder.
affairs.” – Special Branch Police
Chester Street, Bethnal
Report, November 1936, The
Green: Police moved the British
National Archives ref:
Union meeting to this site from its
MEPOL2/3043
proposed location at Victoria Park
After the Commissioner of the
Square. Alf Cooper held the platform
Metropolitan Police, Sir Philip Game, from from 12.15pm. At 5.15pm there
banned Mosley’s East London march
were 400 people present and 6 in
on Sunday 4th October 1936, the
Blackshirt uniform. This increased to
main body of Blackshirts marched
1500 with 26 in Blackshirt uniform.
west to their National Head Quarters Mick Clarke, British Union District
in Westminster. But back in East
Inspector of the 8th London Area,
London at the four places where
spoke for 30 minutes denouncing the
Mosley was going to speak Blackshirt Government ban. At 6.05pm he closed
meetings DID go ahead and
the meeting and led a march of
Blackshirts DID march through East
Blackshirts and supporters for one
London late in the afternoon of the mile through Bethnal Green back to
‘Battle of Cable Street’.
their District Headquarters at 222
Green Street. No disorder.
This fact was ‘overlooked’ in the
leftist myth that East London workers Stafford Road, Bow: Alex Brandon
rose up and drove Mosley’s Blackshirts and Eddie Turner held the platform
out of the area. But the march and for British Union. 300 people were
meetings that did take place were

still present when Turner closed the
meeting at 5.50pm. No disorder.

supporters. They pelted us with
rotten fruit and flour.’

Salmon Lane, Limehouse: Platforms
in position at midnight. By 11a.m.
there were 300 people waiting to
hear Mosley speak. Charlie Lewis and
Dave Robinson addressed the crowd
which by 3.45pm had increased to
5000. At 5p.m. 200 Reds attacked the
speaker and the police closed the
meeting.

The Blackshirt March across East
London.
The Wednesday after the failure of
the Red ‘Victory’ March was a day of
mounting excitement in East London
as rumours grew that Mosley was
coming. Sure enough, the Leader of
British Union appeared at an
unadvertised meeting and spoke to
several thousand cheering people in
Victoria Park Square, Bethnal Green.
He then headed a march to Salmon
Lane, Limehouse, which grew in
numbers with every street it passed.

After Cable Street the Reds organised
a ‘Victory’ meeting in Hoxton Square.
Afterwards, several hundred
Communist supporters tried to hold a
‘Victory’ march through East London
but it stopped and dispersed in
nearby Hoxton Street after a slight Special Branch report HO144/21061
records:
affray occurred involving hostile East
‘Mosley spoke at Victoria Park Square
Londoners.’
where the crowd had grown to 7,000
The Red ‘Victory’ March.
by 8pm. It was noticeable by the
salute that 80% were his supporters.
The Sunday after Cable Street the
They marched to Salmon Lane,
Communist Party tried to hold
Limehouse, where the crowd swelled
another ‘Victory’ march in East
to 12,000…500 in British Union
London. The Morning Post reported uniform. It was remarkable, in view
(13/10/1936): ‘The Victory March
of the attitude adopted by the antiorganised by the Socialists and
fascists towards the previous fascist
Communists had a stormy progress
march, that this procession should
through the East End’.
pass unmolested and practically
unopposed…at intervals the fascist
This was confirmed by Joe Jacobs,
salute was given by people in
Secretary of Stepney Communist
doorways or on the pavements.’.
Party, in his memoirs ‘Out of the
Ghetto’: ‘As we marched along
Phil Piratin, Communist Organiser,
Whitechapel Road the shouting grew wrote of the meeting in “Our Flag
louder. We got to Green Street,
Stays Red”: ‘I went along to this
everyone braced themselves because
meeting and watched to see the
we were about to enter the enemy’s support which Mosley had…what kind
strong-hold…the pavements were
of people would march. The fascist
lined with Blackshirts and their
band moved off and behind about 50

thugs in Blackshirt uniform. Then
hearts…They cannot meet our
came the people…men, women (some arguments or our case and they are
with babies in arms) and youngsters
terrified of my speaking…the only
marched behind Mosley’s banner. I argument they have to the Blackshirt
knew some of these people, some of case is the brick and the razor…This I
them wore trade union badges…Why claim from History: whether you are
are these ordinary working class folk for us or against us, love us or hate
supporting Mosley? Obviously because us, you will find in this Movement
Mosley’s appeal struck a chord…above men who have stood fast against
all these people were living miserable corruption and not let down the
squalid lives’.
Working Class. Tonight you have given
to me that kindness and comradeship
Joe Jacobs wrote in his memoirs:
that I have come to know in East
‘The fascists did rally in Victoria Park
London.’
Square…and did march through Mile
End to Limehouse right across
After this speech Special Branch
Stepney.’ Jacobs claimed that
reported in MEPOL/3043: ‘There is
Stepney Communist Party had a
abundant evidence that the Fascist
membership of around 300 at the
movement has been steadily gaining
time. However, Special Branch
in many parts of East London and has
report HO144/21064 states that the strong support in Stepney, Shoreditch,
Blackshirt membership for
Bethnal Green, Hackney and Bow…the
Limehouse, which was just one part
British Union conducted the most
of Stepney, stood at 1,700. (One of
successful series of meetings since
their agents had broken into the
the beginning of the Movement…
British Union Limehouse District
crowds estimated at several
Headquarters in Essian Street at night thousands of people assembled and
and read the membership ledger). accorded the speakers an enthusiastic
reception…In contrast much
Mosley speaks to 12,000 people:
opposition has been displayed at
Salmon Lane, Limehouse, October meetings held by the Communists…
14 1936:
Briefly, a definite pro-fascist feeling
has manifested itself throughout the
‘The people of East London have
districts mentioned since 4th
created this Movement of ours in your
October…it is reliably reported that
midst. It is to the People we come
the London membership has been
and from the People we derive our
increased by 2,000.’
strength…It is because they are so
afraid of the appeal we have made to
Gordon Beckwell
the People that they are anxious to
prevent the People hearing that
F.O.M
case…It is because the Blackshirt
cause has gone straight to your

LETTERS
A FAILED HIT PIECE

engaging in peaceful, legal
democratic activities.
OUR
REPSONSE: https://www.patrioticalte
rnative.org.uk/dispatches_the_truth

Last night, Channel 4 broadcast a
documentary titled ‘The Enemy
Within’ which focused entirely on
SEVEN MILLION!
Patriotic Alternative.This attempted
hit piece was produced by a company
Seven million new registrations by
called Hardcash Productions which
Migrants with GP Services in last 10
has a history of attacking patriotic
years or so. General Practice in
organisations.
England alone provides over 300
The show, which ran for a mere 30
million patient consultations each
minutes, was a product of an
year. But what pressure does the
investigation that ran for nearly two uncontrolled, mass immigration that
years. This fact alone tells the
we have now put on the NHS?
discerning viewer all they need to
know about the quality and quantity Analysis of statistics produced by the
of footage that Hardcash productions Office for National Statistics (based
managed to gather.
upon data from NHS Digital) show

The show along with the
that there have been about seven
accompanying stories in the press million registrations by migrants with
have created quite a wave of
GPs in the past decade or so. The
publicity for Patriotic Alternative and data below depicts registrations by
web traffic and online enquiries are
migrants in England, Wales and
significantly up. Many members of the
Northern Ireland, so such
public clearly saw through the
registrations in Scotland will only add
media’s lies and are now aware that a
to the total.
patriotic organisation exists that has
their interests at heart.
The graph shows that an average of
56% of all registrations, about 3.9
You can read our full response to
Hardcash Productions on our website, million out of 6.9 million (or just
under 390,000 per year) were in
and the link can be found below. As
London, the South East and East of
expected, most of this response
ended up on the cutting room floor England regions. One note of caution
is that migrants who moved between
along with hundreds of hours of
homes in the UK may have been
footage of PA activists helping the
double counted and we don’t know
homeless, carrying our litter picks
how many people were only here

to be politically correct, too scared
short-term. However, NHS Digital, to say enough is enough, in case you
which collects the figures, doesn’t
offend someone. You put the
know the extent of that double
retirement age up so people must
counting.
work until they drop. You take care of
prisoners and give them everything
Figure 1: GP registrations by migrants
under the sun (food, medical,
in England, Wales and Northern
education, representation, money,
Ireland. ONS dataset based upon NHS
rehabilitation) yet you cause the
Digital statistics.
elderly, those that have paid their
debt to society and their families, to
go broke caring for them either at
Bob Baily
home or in a nursing home... THINGS
NEED TO CHANGE!!!!

WAR IS COMING
I don’t give a Rats Ass who this
offends, but I stand by it. War is
coming, sooner or later! You the
Government!! You are all a bunch of
cowards! You raised the cost of living
so high that both parents are always
at work, rather than spending time
with their children (single parents
stand no chance). You took God out of
schools. Parents were told 'No you
THE FASCES
can't discipline your kids'. Well, now
most of those kids are rude and out of
Fasces are the emblem which
control. You shall reap what you sow!
founded the power, authority and
We have taken a whole generation
unity of Imperial Rome. From the
and turned them into selfish, entitled
Rome of the past was derived the
brats who have no respect for people,
tradition of civilisation and progress
property or authority! You deem
during the past two thousand years,
people with terminal illnesses and
of which the British Empire is now the
some with only a few months to live…
chief custodian. The bundle of sticks
fit for work!!! You allow our veterans
symbolises the strength of unity.
of war to go homeless and hungry but
Divided, they may be broken ; united,
give out millions to foreign aid!!! You
they are invincible. The axe
save drug addicts over and over again
symbolises the supreme authority of
but refuse to give free diabetic
the organised State, to which every
supplies to those who need them to
section and faction owes allegiance.
stay alive. You bend over backwards

NBU SHOP

https://newbritishunion.co.uk/Welco
me/news.html

TREAT YOURSELF TODAY ALL PROFITS
GO DIRECTLY TO NBU

Help Resist
the Islamification of Britain!
Patriots’ Voice is totally opposed to
the Islamification of our country!
Britain is being colonised by the third
world due to the deliberate policies
of Conservative, Labour, Lib Dem,
SNP, Plaid Cymru and Green party
politicians.
We were never asked during general
election campaigns or in any party
manifesto if we wanted millions of
foreigner’s to permanently settle in
our country! Therefore, no elected
party has a mandate to inflict an
open borders immigration policy onto
the British people. The British people
have been betrayed, there is no
doubt about that.
Enough is Enough!

into Mosques. We must be part of
an organised resistance if we are
to protect and preserve the Britain
that our forefathers fought and
died for.
Mosques and Minarets are little
more than symbols of territorial
conquest.
Our brave heroes who literally gave
their lives to keep Britain British,
didn’t do so with a vision of Mosques
and Minarets dominating our towns
and cities. This is certainly not what
they wanted for their grandchildren
and neither do we!
So we are urging all our website
visitors to get behind a man who is a
key linchpin in the resistance
of blocking the gradual Islamification
of Britain.
Gavin Boby is a planning permission
lawyer who opposes the building and
expansion of Mosques.
Gavin has been doing amazing work
opposing Mosque application’s the
length and breadth of the country.

The political charlatans and traitors
mentioned above have been
undermining us for decades. One of
the many problems industrial scale
immigration has brought to our
shores, is the Islamic way of
life. Islam, by its very nature, is
Mr Boby has successfully stopped
incompatible with modern Western
approximately 50 Mosque
democracy.
application’s over the last few years.
It’s imperative that we take action Due to his clever and dynamic work
lawfully to preserve our traditional
he has even been dubbed,
British and Christian way of life.
the ‘Mosque Buster’.
Symbols of Territorial Conquest
Put simply, Gavin gets results and
Applications are constantly being put
WINS.
forward to local authorities
for existing community buildings
Here is a link to his
suchas pubs, churches, community
website https://gavinboby.com/
centres and so on, to be converted

